DDS MAX CERVICAL BRACE

The DDS Max cervical traction collar has provided clinical results equal to our in house non-surgical decompression program. The collar offers an opportunity to engage the patient in active care and therefore increases compliance. It is ideal for the patient who is looking for a cost effective way to help reverse damage to the cervical spinal discs but it also provides an effective modality to help slow down the degenerative process. Several design features make the DDS MAX the most effective collar on the market, first it allows a smooth and controlled cervical decompression to the discs. This keeps the cervical muscles relaxed and helps overcome any muscle guarding reflex. Secondly the chin support is very comfortable, it’s design maintains even distribution without stressing the TMJ. Finally the collar can be worn with the patient in an upright position without any additional accessories. This increases patient compliance. The collar can be used without having to lie down or hook up any sort of pulley system. Patients just love it!

In a world driven by computer tablets and smart phones, cervical disc injury is a condition on the rise. The DDS MAX Cervical Brace is our primary front line modality to treat this serious epidemic. Our results with the brace have been stellar and we are quickly becoming known as the go to clinic to help patients with neck pain. Great job DDS, thanks.
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